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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
I am Ruchika Rana. I am a professional Chennai escort girl and providing my sensuous
services to everyone. With an open-minded approach, I ensure to do different sexual
activities with my clients. People approach me to have fun. I would appreciate if you
contact me and give me the reference of this site. I am an erotic girl and have extreme
physical desires. It is difficult to satisfy me in bed. If you think that you can satisfy me
completely, try me once. I have clients from the elite class of the society. They enjoy
time with me and ensure to have pleasurable moments in my arms. I am ready to
provide you all types of sexual activities in bed.

Being a metropolitan city, Chennai is famous in view of escort services. Chennai escorts
services are provided in hotels, malls, pubs and other prominent places. If you are fond
of accompanying escorts then Chennai is a good destination for you. The city boasts of
many escorts, who are classified into two chief groups: agency escorts and independent
Chennai escorts. The former ones are ordinary ones whereas independent ones are
high profile escorts, whose services are highly expensive but once you avail their
services you won’t regret paying for what you get. Chennai escorts are very beautiful
and mind blasting with a high sex appeal.

Various escorts, who work as Independent Chennai escorts
You are suggested to accompany Chennai independent escorts then you will be
confused to choose the one since there are various types of independent escorts. First
of all, it is necessary for you to familiarize yourself with the complete information about
them. They include models, TV actresses, fashion designers, photographers, college
girls, housewives etc. Among them, two types of escorts – college girls and housewives
– are easily available at moderate price. Other independent escorts are very costly and
beyond the reach of ordinary men. College Girl escorts in Chennai is very young with
charming beauty. As they are students, they have excellent communicative skills. They
all have their online portals, where complete information about them is mentioned. Pick
one of your choices and contact her. She will come to you just within a few minutes at
your wanted place. Likewise, housewife escorts too are hirable in an easy way. These
escorts too are very hot and sexy. Being highly matured, they are familiar with all the
sexual postures. So, they satisfy their clients easily. It hardly matters how old you are.
They treat all the clients equally.

Previous Clientele
Please kindly get in touch for more information.

Awards and Accolades
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Please kindly get in touch for portfolio works.
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